
Reading aloud to children is the first step to 
helping them into literacy and is a basic way 
to continue supporting their reading. A good 
read-aloud can engage both emergent and 
conventional readers, entertain younger  
and older listeners, and motivate them  
to read on their own. 

As Orville Prescott says in his book, 
A Father Reads to His Children:

“Few children learn to love books by themselves. 
Someone has to lure them into the wonderful  
world of the written work; someone has to  
show them the way.”

When you read aloud to children, you are  
indeed “luring them into a wonderful world” 
and showing them the way to become part  
of that world.

The following read-aloud tips give some  
sensible suggestions for a good read aloud:
• Preview books! Don’t be caught off guard

by inappropriate or difficult language or
themes.

• Have a ready supply of books. A selection
may not work with your audience or take as
long as planned.

• Use a variety of selections, such as picture
books, chapter books, fiction, nonfiction,
poetry, serious topics and humorous stories.

• Use books covering a range of reading
levels. Older listeners will enjoy a good
read aloud featuring a picture book. Younger
listeners are able to listen at a higher reading
level than they can read themselves.

• Make sure ALL children can see the pictures
easily. Share the illustrations in chapter books
when reading to a group. When reading aloud
one-on-one, make sure the book is positioned
so the child can see both illustrations and text.

• Establish eye contact with children. Monitor
their engagement.

• Set the mood by allowing your audience time
to settle down and get comfortable. Then, focus
them by introducing the book to be read or
discussing where you left off in a book you’ve
been reading.

• Invite the children into the book by talking
about the author, the illustrator, the dedication,
the title, other books by the same author and/
or illustrator, and so forth.

• Explain unusual vocabulary ahead of time
to avoid interrupting the flow of the story.

• Use a lot of expression. Try dramatic voices
for characters, making sound effects and
changing your tone of voice to fit the plot.

• Use props. Bring in a stuffed animal mentioned
in the book, use puppets and wear simple
costumes or masks to enhance your
presentation of the book.

• Be patient and tolerant. Some children
haven’t developed their “listening muscles”
yet and may find it difficult to sit still and listen.
When reading to a small group or individual
children, make paper, crayons or Play-Doh
available to help keep their hands busy. The
child in the group who is sitting under the table
with his or her back to you but is being quiet
is still benefiting from hearing you read aloud.
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• Find a suspenseful spot to stop in a long 
book or if you are reading a long chapter.

• Set aside time to discuss what you have 
read after each read aloud. Help children 
explore their feelings about the story and  
how it connects to their lives.

• Organize writing and/or art activities  
to encourage children to explore the book  
you read to them.

• If possible, make the book available for 
children to read, reread or look through  
after the read aloud.

• Don’t be afraid to change books if a 
selection isn’t well-received.

• Don’t read books you don’t personally 
enjoy.

• Avoid books with too much dialogue  
and too many characters. They are difficult  
to read aloud and listen to.

• Practice. Practice. Practice.
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